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MA440 Series 400A Clamp Meters

Extech
MA440

Extech
MA443

Extech
MA445

True RMS Averaging TRMS TRMS

AC Current 400A 400A 400A

DC Current — — 400A

AC/DC Voltage 600V 600V 600V

Resistance 40MΩ 40MΩ 40MΩ

Capacitance 100µF 40mF 40mF

Frequency 1MHz 1MHz 1MHz

Temperature — -40 to 1000°C -40 to 1000°C

NCV Yes Yes Yes

Built in flashlight — Yes Yes

Price Contact distributor Contact distributor Contact distributor

Features:

✓Three models to choose from with
True RMS option and advanced
multimeter functions

✓Compact size allows measurements
in tight locations

✓Built-in Flashlight

✓Built-in NCV Detector

✓CAT III-600V

Applications:
✓ Electronic Design

✓ Electrical installation and repair

✓Appliance repair

✓HVAC installation and repair

✓Automotive repair

✓Machine installation

✓ Power analysis

The MA44x-Series replace the MA200, MA220, MA430, MA430T and MA435T because it 
offers more features at a lower price point!



MA3110 TRMS 3000A AC Flex Clamp Meter

Features:

✓True RMS for accurate readings of noisy,
distorted or non-sinusoidal waveforms

✓8mm cable diameter fits into tight
spaces and around large conductors

✓Multimeter functions include: AC/DC
Voltage, Resistance, Capacitance, Diode
and Continuity

✓CAT IV 600V

Applications:
✓ Flexible 11” probe easily wraps around bus bars and

cable bundles that were previously impossible to 
measure with a regular clamp meter

Extech
MA3110

TRMS AC Current 3000A

TRMS AC Voltage 1000V

DC Voltage 1000V

Resistance 60MΩ

Capacitance 600µF

Safety Category CAT IV-600V

Price Contact distributor

This Flex Clamp offers True RMS Multimeter functions, now you can also measure Voltage, 
Resistance and Capacitance – all in one capability.



MN62-K True RMS Multimeter Kit

Features:

✓MN62 10 function DMM with NCV plus
DV23 Non-Contact AC Voltage Detector

✓True RMS for accurate readings of noisy,
distorted or non-sinusoidal waveforms

✓VFC low pass filter for accurate
measurement of variable frequency
drives

✓DV23 with 50 to 600V, 50/60Hz

✓ CAT IV-600V

Applications:
✓ Ideal for troubleshooting variable frequency drives plus appliances,

electrical wiring, electronic devices, and automotive repair

Extech
MN62

True RMS Yes

AC/DC Voltage 600V

Basic Accuracy ±0.5%

AC/DC Current 10A

AC/DC µA 400µA

Resistance 40MΩ

Capacitance 100mF

Frequency 10MHz

NCV Yes

Low Pass Filter Yes

Price Contact distributor

This special value kit offers a True RMS Multimeter and a Voltage Tester 
for the price of the Multimeter.  Note, it also does Low Pass Filter



Extech
MN30

AC Voltage 600V

DC Voltage 600V

Resistance 10MΩ

Continuity ●

Safety Category CAT III-600V

Price Contact distributor

MN30 True RMS AutoSensing™ Multimeter + NCV

Features:

✓Automatically senses AC Voltage, DC
Voltage or Resistance/Continuity and
switches to the correct mode of
operation

✓Built-in NCV Detector and Flashlight

✓Integrated test leads

✓Auto power off

✓Low battery indicator

✓CAT III-600V

Applications:
✓ For basic troubleshooting on electrical outlets and the devices

that connect to them like refrigerators, clothes dryers and other
appliances

✓ Perfect for the electrician, hobbyist, electronics technician or
tinkerer, student, and home DIY’er

This one touch Autosensing Multimeter is easy to use. Just press the button and it will automatically sense 
what you are measuring. Great for any tool kit, especially the DIYer, student and hobbyist. 



Extech
38073A

AC Voltage 300V

DC Voltage 300V

DC Current 250mA

Resistance 1MΩ

Decibel ●

Battery Test 1.5V/9V

Safety 
Category CAT II-500V

Price Contact distributor

38073A Mini Analog Multimeter

Features:

✓Pocket size Analog Multimeter with 6 functions

✓Easy-to-read color coded analog display

✓1.5/9V battery tests

✓CAT II-500V

Applications:
✓ For basic troubleshooting on electrical outlets and the devices

that connect to them like refrigerators, clothes dryers and other
appliances

✓ Perfect for the electrician, hobbyist, electronics technician or
tinkerer, student, and home DIY’er

Old school Mini Analog Multimeter, every DIY’er should have one at 
home 



SDL700 Series Differential Pressure Manometers/Dataloggers

Features:

✓3 Models to choose from

✓10 selectable units of measure

✓Store 99 readings manually

✓Datalogger date/time stamps and stores readings on
an SD card in Excel® format for easy transfer to a PC

✓Zero function for offset correction or measurement

Applications:
✓Heating, Ventilation and Air

Conditioning maintenance

✓Negative pressure isolation
rooms in hospitals

✓Negative pressure work stations

✓Cleanrooms and labs

SDL710 SDL720 SDL730

Units of Measure 10 10 10

bar 0.002 - 2 0.01 - 10 0.02 - 20

Price Contact distributor Contact distributor Contact distributor

This series of Pressure meters now allows datalogging directly onto an SD Card. As the SDL Series popularity grows, we continue to 
add new product categories to the portfolio. This series and housing is exclusive to Extech on a worldwide basis



HD780

PSI 0 to 500psi

kPa O To 4000kPa

inHg -28.5 to 1018.0inHg

cmHg -72 to 2582cmHg

Type K -60°C to 537°C

Max Pressure 800psi

Price Contact distributor

HD780 Digital Manifold/Pressure Gauge
Features:

✓For use with R22 and R410A refrigerants

✓Standard ¼ NPT male flare fittings

✓Displays P1, P2, P1-P2, T1, T2, T1-T2,
Ambient, plus Min/Max/Avg

✓Electronic offset adjustment
compensates for thermocouple
differences

✓Built-in PC interface

Applications:

✓Simultaneously measures suction line or liquid line
pressure and line temperature to calculate and display
superheat and sub-cooling for A/C

Extech’s Heavy duty Digital Manifold/Pressure Gauge simultaneously measures suction 
line or liquid line pressure and line temperature to calculate and display superheat and 
sub cooling for A/C units



CG206

Ferrous 0 to 1350µm

Non-Ferrous 0 to 1350µm

Accuracy ±2.5%

Measuring Modes 1

Working Modes Direct & Group

Memory
1500 readings

(30 Group)

Backlight 8 levels

PC Interface USB includes software

Price Contact distributor

CG206 Coating Thickness Tester
Features:

✓Dual technology provides
smart automatic substrate
recognition

✓Easy to use menu system
allows for quick, one-hand
operation

✓Memory stores 1500
readings (30 Group readings)

✓Two point calibration with
Zero adjust

✓8 Level adjustable backlight

✓USB interface includes
software

Applications:
✓Automotive paint thickness to determine if a car has been in

an accident before

✓Quality inspection and monitoring of anodizing and
galvanizing processes

✓ Suitable for paint manufacturers, painting inspectors,
painters, and anti-corrosion painting contractors

✓Machine tools manufacturers, pipeline industry, and
aeronautical industry

Has better accuracy, wider ranges and more memory than the 
CG204.



407790A Real Time Octave Band Analyzer
Features:

✓Wide 100dB range from 30 to 130dB
in 5 ranges

✓Stores readings on a micro SD card

✓Transfer data to a PC to be analyzed

✓A, C, and Z weighting with
Fast/Slow response

✓Displays Leq, LE, Lmax, Lmin, Lp,
L05, L10, L50, L90, L95

✓Analog AC/DC recorder output

✓Real time clock with Year, Month,
Day, Hour, Minute and Second
display

✓25Hz to 10kHz frequency response

✓Meets ANSI and IEC Type 2
standards

Applications:
✓Real time analysis of noise from any

source such as machinery or vehicles

✓Monitor office or plant noise and store
data for reference and analysis

✓Maintain noise level statistics for
industrial machinery including
generators, condensers and motors

Replaces our old 407790 Octave Band Analyzer and now has USB connection whereas 
the old one had RS232.  

Price: Contact distributor



PH90 pH Meter

PH90

Flat Surface Electrode Yes

pH 0ph to 14pH

Resolution 0.01pH

Accuracy ±0.01pH

Temperature 0°C to 90°C

Calibration 2- or 3-point

Waterproof IP57

PH90 Price
PH95 replacement electrode 

Price

Contact distributor

Features:

✓Flat surface electrode for measuring pH in
liquids, semi-solids and solids

✓Rugged waterproof (IP57) housing floats
in water

✓Field replaceable sensor

✓2 or 3 point calibration

✓Automatic temperature compensation

✓PTS (percent of slope) tells you when it’s
time to replace your electrode

Applications:
✓Agriculture

✓Aquarium

✓Boiler

✓Cooling Tower

✓Drinking Water

✓ Fish farming

✓ Food industry

✓Gardening

✓Hydroponics

✓Water treatment

Similar to the very popular PH100.  Has wider range capability..
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MA130 Mini TRMS 200A AC Clamp Meter + NCV

MA130

AC Current 2A, 20A, 200A

AC Current resolution 1mA

NCV Detector >100V

Safety Category CAT III-300V

Price Contact distributor

Features:

✓Easy-to-use pocket-sized mini clamp meter allows measurements in tight locations.

✓Jaw opening fits conductors up to 300mm².

✓Manual ranging, current measurements with three ranges to choose from.

✓True RMS AC Current measurements provide accurate readings regardless of waveforms

✓Built-in non-contact voltage detector with audible beeper

✓Backlit LCD display

✓Auto power off

Applications:
✓ Electronic Design

✓ Electrical installation and repair

✓Appliance repair

✓HVAC installation and repair

✓Automotive repair

✓Machine installation

✓ Power analysis

We are replacing our CA200 Clamp Adaptor that sold for 39,95 € that plugs into a DMM with this meter that has a display 
and functions on it’s own for the same price.  It’s a great low cost AC Clamp meter that fits in the palm of your hand or in 
your back pocket.



MA610 600A AC Clamp Meter + NCV

Features:

✓The MA610 is a fully loaded clamp meter with multimeter functions including
AC Current, AC/DC Voltage, Resistance, Frequency, and Capacitance.

✓30mm jaw size fits conductors up to 500 mm²

✓Built-in non-contact voltage detector with audible beeper

✓Backlit LCD display

✓Relative and Zero Mode

✓Auto power off

✓CAT III-600V

MA610

AC Current 600A

AC/DC Voltage 600V

Resistance 40MΩ

Capacitance 100µF

Frequency 1MHz

NCV Yes

Price Contact distributor

Applications:
✓ Electronic Design

✓ Electrical installation and repair

✓Appliance repair

✓HVAC installation and repair

✓Automotive repair

✓Machine installation

✓ Power analysis

This product is introduced to replace the 38387 Clamp meter.  It has more functions and 
includes a built-in NCV Tester.



CAT IV Insulation Testers/TRMS Multimeter

MG320

Insulation Resistance 50M to 20GΩ

Insulation Test 
Voltages

50V, 100V, 250V, 500V, 
1000V

AC/DC Voltage 600V

Resistance 20kΩ

Low Resistance 100Ω

Programmable Timer Yes

Comparison Mode Yes

Memory 99 points

Safety Category CAT IV-600V

Price Contact distributor

Features:

✓Combines a portable 20GΩ/1000V Insulation Tester with a True RMS Multimeters functions

✓Insulation tester includes Polarization Index (PI) and Dielectric Absorption Ratio (DAR),
programmable timer, and a comparator for custom test configurations and quick results

✓Step Voltage (10% steps at 50% to 120% of range)

✓Multimeter functions include AC/DC Voltage, Resistance, and Continuity Test.

✓ Manually store/recall up to 99 readings.

✓ Designed with rugged housing and large backlit 6,000 count LCD display with analog bar graph.

✓Complete with test leads, alligator clip, 6 x AA batteries, and soft case.

Applications:
✓Check motor and transformer windings

✓ Instruments and appliances

✓ Test wire and cable assemblies for breakdown caused by
moisture intrusion

✓ Safely evaluate a new wiring installation

✓Check for carbon tracking in breakers, relays, and switches.

This product is part of the MG325 family but with less features and lower ranges. 



IR267

Temperature Range -50°C to 600°C

Distance to Target 12:1

Emissivity Adjustable

Min/Max/AVG/DIF Yes

High/Low Alarms Yes

Laser Pointer Single

Type K Temperature -50°C to 1370°C

Air Temperature -20°C to 70°C

Price Contact distributor

IR267 Mini IR Thermometer + Type K 

Features:

✓Compact non-contact InfraRed (IR) Thermometer measures up to 600ºC with built-in
laser pointer to identify target area and improve aim.

✓Type K input allows for high temperature measurements up to 1000°C.

✓Built in temperature sensor also measures Air Temperature.

✓Adjustable emissivity feature allows for a higher accuracy when measuring temperature
on various surfaces.

✓Displays Ambient (Air) Temperature and Infrared Temperature or Type K thermocouple
readings simultaneously

✓12:1 distance to target ratio

✓Adjustable emissivity for better accuracy on a variety of surfaces

✓Programmable high/low alarm alerts user visually and audibly when temperature exceeds
set limits

Applications:
✓Measure surface temperature of objects that are

too hot to touch, difficult to reach, or moving

This product has high temperature range, a 12:1 Distance to Target and has a Type K input 
(includes probe) for only 49.95 €.  It will replace the 42515.



Features:

✓Updated model increases distance from 50m to 60m

✓Laser measurement accurate to 1.5 mm

✓Area and Volume calculations

✓Indirect measurement using Pythagoras

✓Addition and subtraction

✓Historical Storage recalls the previous 20 records
(measured or calculated results)

✓IP54 housing

DT300

Range 0.05 to 60m

Accuracy 1.5mm

Memory Last 20 readings

Calculate Area/Volume Yes

Pythagoras calculation Yes

Addition and Subtraction Yes

Min/Max Yes

Base Reference Edge Top, Bottom

Waterproof IP54

Price Contact distributor

DT300 Laser Distance Meter

Applications:
✓One person can easily measure long distances

typically requiring a helper

✓Compute Area and Volume

✓Calculate Angles

We are continually making improvements to the functionality of 
the laser distance meters and at the same time improving price 
points. DT200/DT500 are obsoleted



SL130W Sound Level Meter with Alarm 

Features:

✓In response to customer feedback, color has been
changed to white while all functions remain the same

✓Unique programmable limit provides a warning when
sound level exceeds set point

✓Continuous Monitoring of Sound Level — wall, desk or
tripod mount with optional cable for remote microphone
location

✓Over Limit Indication — user settable high limit

✓Large Display can be viewed from up to 100 meters

✓Output for connecting optional relay module to create
your own monitoring system

Applications:
✓Workplace noise compliance testing

✓Classroom and school noise monitor

✓Hospital quiet zones, patient rooms and nurseries

✓ Library reading rooms

✓Community noise ordinance qualification

✓ Stadium and auditorium applause indicator

✓Noise level education

✓ Speakers/Educators/Instructors

SL130W

Display 4.6 x 3.125” multifunction display

Frequency bandwidth 31.5Hz to 8kHz

Microphone 0.5” Electret Condensor (remoteable)

Measurement ranges 30 to 80dB, 60 to 110dB, 80 to 130dB

Frequency weighting “A” and “C” (programmable)

Response time
Fast (125ms)/Slow (1s) 

(programmable)

Resolution 0.1dB

Alarm output
3.5mm mono phone plug,
maximum: 3.4mA @ 5VDC

Minimum output Voltage: 2.5VDC

Price Contact distributor

The green version was just “too green”! Functionality and price are the same, just part number 
change from SL130G to SL130W



RH/Temperature/Barometric Pressure USB Dataloggers

Applications

✓Monitor Humidity and Temperature
levels in warehouse, storage
rooms, offices, shipping vans, and
water damage restoration

Features:

✓Model RHT30 measures RH and
Temperature

✓Model RHT35 measures RH,
Temperature and Barometric Pressure

✓Compact size, waterproof housing
(IP65) with USB interface for easy
setup and data download

✓Automatically generates a PDF or
Excel® report with data and trending
graph

✓5-digit LCD with battery life indicator

✓User programmable settings:
language, sample rate, start delay
time, alarm delay time, high/low alarm
range, and security feature with
password

RHT30 RHT35

Humidity 0.1 to 99.9% 0.1 to 99.9%

Accuracy ±3%RH ±3%RH

Temperature -30°C to 70°C -30°C to 70°C

Accuracy ± 0.5°C ± 0.5°C

Barometric Pressure — 300 to 1100hPa

Data Points
48,000 (24,000 each 

parameter)
48,000 (16,000 each 

parameter)

Sampling rate 30 seconds to 2 hours 30 seconds to 2 hours

Price Contact distributor Contact distributor

New PDF Dataloggers.  These USB dataloggers have LCD’s so they can display the reading while recording but then the best 
part is you can print out a pdf report of it’s recordings by simply plugging it into your computer and pulling up a pdf file. You 
can also capture the information directly into excel for charting and graphing.  Available for RH/Temperature and 
RH/Temperature/Barometric Pressure.  Both will be very popular units.  We also have one just for temperature.



USB Dual Temperature Datalogger 

Applications:

✓Monitor Dual Temperature levels inside/outside
storage rooms/containers, offices, shipping vans,
and other locations

TH30
(includes TP830 probe)

Air Temperature -30°C to 70°C

Accuracy ± 0.5°C

External Temperature -30°C to 70°C

Memory
48,000 (24,000 each 

internal/external temperature)

Sampling rate 30 seconds to 2 hours

Price Contact distributor

TP830 probe (no handle) Contact distributor

TP832 probe (with handle) Contact distributor

Features:

✓Compact size, waterproof housing (IP65) with
built-in air temperature sensor and external
temperature probe

✓USB interface for easy setup and data download

✓Automatically generates a PDF or Excel® report
with data and trending graph

✓5-digit LCD with battery life indicator

✓User programmable settings: language, sample
rate, start delay time, alarm delay time, high/low
alarm range, and security feature with password

Temperature probes also sold separately
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AN510 CMM/CFM Anemometer + Type K

Extech
AN510

Air Velocity 0.4 to 20m/s  or 1.4 to 72km/h 

Air Flow 0.024 to 36000 m³/min

Temperature (Air) 0°C to 50°C

Temperature (Type K) -100°C to 1300°C

Price Contact distributor

Features:

✓Convenient 4-in-1 Anemometer measures Air Velocity, Air Flow, Air Temperature,
and Type K Temperature.

✓Built-in low friction ball bearing mini vane wheel for high accuracy

✓Backlit display to view in dimly lit areas

✓Data Hold and Min/Max functions

✓Auto power off with disable

✓Tripod mount

✓Replaceable low friction ball bearing, mini vane wheel to retain high accuracy

Applications:
✓HVAC

✓Manufacturing

✓ Engineering

✓Appliance Testing

✓Research and Design



EN510 Environmental Meter

Extech
EN510

Air Velocity 0.4 to 20m/s  or 1.4 to 72km/h

Air Flow 0.024 to 36000 m³/min

Temperature (Air) 0°C to 50°C

Temperature (Type K) -100°C to 1300°C

Humidity 10 to 95%RH

Wet Bulb -5.4°C to 49°C (calculated)

Dew Point -25.3°C to 49°C (calculated)

Heat Index 0°C to 100°C

Wind Chill 9.4°C to 44.2°C

Light 0 to 20,000 Lux

Price Contact distributor

Features:

✓10-in-1 meter measures Air Velocity, Air Flow,
Temperature (Air/Type K), Humidity, Wet Bulb,
Dew Point, Heat Index, Wind Chill, and Light

✓Air Velocity in 5 units of measure

✓Low friction ball bearing mounted vane design
provides high accuracy

✓Backlit display to view in dimly lit areas

✓Data Hold and Min/Max functions

✓Auto power off with disable

✓Tripod mount

Applications:
✓Monitor everyday environmental conditions

in office buildings, industrial/manufacturing
plants, hospitals, hotels, schools



RHT510 Thermo-Hygrometer

Extech
RHT510

Temperature (Air) 0°C to 50°C

Temperature (Type K) -100°C to 1300°C

Humidity 10 to 95%RH

Wet Bulb -5.4°C to 49°C (calculated)

Dew Point -25.3°C to 49°C (calculated)

Price Contact distributor

Features:

✓5-in-1 meter measures Temperature (Air/Type K),
Humidity, Wet Bulb, and Dew Point

✓Backlit display to view in dimly lit areas

✓Data Hold and Min/Max functions

✓Auto power off with disable

✓Tripod mount

Applications:
✓Monitor everyday environmental conditions

in office buildings, industrial/manufacturing 
plants, hospitals, hotels, schools



LT510 Light Meter

Extech
LT510

Foot Candle (Fc) 0 to 1860Fc

Lux 0 to 20,000Lux

Resolution 0.1Fc/1Lux

Accuracy ±5%

Price Contact distributor

Features:

✓Measure light levels in Foot-Candle or Lux using a
photo sensor with a cosine and color correction filter

✓Backlit display to view in dimly lit areas

✓Zero function

✓Data Hold and Min/Max functions

✓Auto power off with disable

✓Tripod mount

Applications:
✓ Ideal for indoor lighting tests and for checking

illumination in parking garages, night time ATM
areas, stairwells, landings, and hallways



UV510 UVA Light Meter

Extech
UV510

UVA Range
0 to 1.999mW/cm²
2 to 20.00mW/cm²

Resolution 0.001mW/cm²

Accuracy ±4%FS

Price Contact distributor

Features:

✓Detector spectrum from 320 to 390nm

✓UV photo sensor with Cosine correction filter

✓Backlit display to view in dimly lit areas

✓Zero function

✓Data Hold and Min/Max functions

✓Auto power off with disable

✓Tripod mount

Applications:
✓ The Extech UV510 UV light meter measures

long wave UVA light radiation from natural and
artificial light sources.



SL510 Class 2 Sound Level Meter

Extech
SL510

Range 35 to 130dB

Accuracy ±1.0dB

Resolution 0.1dB

Frequency Weighting A and C

Response Time Fast/Slow

Microphone 0.5” (12.7mm) Electret condenser

Price Contact distributor

Features:

✓±1dB high accuracy meets Class 2 standards (IEC 61672-2013
and ANSI/ASA S1.4/Part 1)

✓Backlit display to view in dimly lit areas

✓Data Hold and Min/Max functions

✓Auto power off with disable

✓Tripod mount

Applications:
✓ Enforcing community noise ordinances

✓Meeting government safety issues (OSHA)

✓ Installing audio systems

✓ Product noise certification and reduction



EMF510 EMF/ELF Meter

Extech
EMF510

Range
0.1 to 2000mG

0.01 to 200µTesla

Bandwidth 30 to 300Hz

Accuracy ±5%

Number of Axes Single Axis

Price Contact distributor

Features:

✓Display EMF (Electromagnetic Field Level) in milliGauss or
microTesla

✓5% accuracy

✓30 to 300Hz bandwidth

✓Backlit display to view in dimly lit areas

✓Data Hold and Min/Max functions

✓Auto power off with disable

✓Tripod mount

Applications:
✓Measure low frequency electromagnetic field radiation levels

from fans, electrical appliances, wiring, and power lines
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BR250-4 Video Borescope with Wireless LCD Monitor

Features:
✓ 3.5” Color TFT LCD wireless monitor can be viewed from up to 10m from the

measurement point

✓ 4.5mm waterproof (IP67) camera

✓ 2GB microSD memory card for capturing images (jpeg) or video (avi) for
viewing on the wireless monitor or any monitor with a video input jack

✓ Video and images can also be transferred to your PC via the microSD card (with
included SD adaptor) or USB cable (included)

Extech BR250-4

Monitor Size 3.5”

Wireless Monitor 320 x 240

Waterproof Camera 4.5mm

LED Lighting 4 Adjustable

Video Output 0.9 to 1.3V@75Ω

AVI 960 x 240

JPEG 640 x 480

Battery Run Time/Charge Time 1.5 hours/3 hours

Price Contact distributor

Applications:

✓ Home inspection: Inspect in walls for mold, insect infestation,
electrical wire or water pipe location

✓ HVAC: Inspect inside ducts, behind motors and compressors

✓ Automotive: View inside or around engines and transmissions

✓ Government: Safety and security inspections

✓ Industrial: Inspect weld integrity, process equipment, gears,
molding machines

✓ Aerospace: Aircraft inspections for contamination, debris, cracks
or other damage 



Extech CO15

Range 0 to 999ppm

Resolution 1ppm

Alarm Audible/Visual

Alarm Setpoint Adjustable

Memory Max

Price Contact distributor

CO15 Pocket CO Meter

Features:

✓ Dual backlit LCD simultaneously displays current and max CO readings

✓ Long life electrochemical sensor

✓ Adjustable CO warning level is preset to 25ppm

✓ Choose from 3 calibration points: 0 (preset), 100, and  500ppm

Applications:

✓ Ambient air safety checks on residential appliances, HVAC service on
furnaces and hot water heaters, home inspections, and industrial 
environments where the accumulation of CO is possible



DT40M DT60M DT100M

Range 0.05 to 40m 0.05 to 60m 0.05 to 100m

Accuracy 1.5mm 1.5mm 1.5mm

Resolution 0.001mm 0.001mm 0.001mm

Memory Last 20 readings Last 20 readings Last 20 readings

Calculate Area 999.99m² 999.99m² 999.99m²

Calculate Volume 999.99m³ 999.99m³ 999.99m³

Indirect measurement using 
Pythagorean Theorem Yes Yes Yes

Addition and Subtraction Yes Yes Yes

Min/Max Yes Yes Yes

Base Reference Edge Top, Bottom Top, Bottom Top, Bottom

Price Contact distributor Contact distributor Contact distributor

DT40M, DT60M, DT100M Laser Distance Meters

Features:

✓Three models to choose from

✓Measure up to 100m

✓Automatically calculate Area & Volume

✓ Indirect measurement using Pythagorean theorem

✓Addition/Subtraction

✓Front or rear edge reference

✓Built-in bubble level

Applications:
✓ Electrical, HVAC &

Plumbing installation

✓ Ceilings and Floors

✓General Construction

✓Home Inspection

✓ Interior Design



Extech MO53 Extech MO57

Display
Digital LCD w/

High, Medium, Low
Digital LCD w/

High, Medium, Low

Sensor Type Pinless Pinless Ball

Wood 0 to 99.9% (Relative) 0 to 99.9% (Relative)

Building Materials 0 to 56.5% (Relative) 0 to 99.9% (Relative)

Measurement Depth < 19 mm < 100 mm

Price Contact distributor Contact distributor

Features:

✓Non-invasive moisture content measurement of wood and other building materials

✓Pinless measurement depth to <100 mm (Model MO57)

✓Audible alert — tone rate beeps faster as moisture level increases

✓ Icons display low, medium, and high levels of moisture content

✓Easy to operate

✓Built-in battery level check

✓Auto power off conserves battery power

Applications:
✓Measure the moisture content of wood, concrete,

wallboard, plaster and other building materials

✓ Behind tiled walls and under carpets

✓ Building disaster restoration

✓Home inspection

✓ Cabinet and furniture making

✓ Lumber yards

✓ Boat repair

MO53 MO57 Pinless Moisture Meters



Extech RH200W

Temperature (indoor) -5 to 50°C

Temperature (outdoor) -40 to 60°C

Relative Humidity 1 to 99%RH

Wireless Frequency 433MHz

Transmission Range 30m

RH200W Price Contact distributor

RH200W-T Price Contact distributor

Features:

✓Base Station LCD with Night Light displays local and up to eight remote
Temperature/Humidity readings either auto-cycle or manual mode from
the wireless transmitters

✓Transmitters can be mounted up to 30m from the base station

✓ Indoor Comfort icons displayed on Base Station indicating too cold,
comfortable, or too hot/humid conditions

✓Trend arrows indicate rising, steady or falling of the
Temperature/Humidity readings

✓Additional remote Transmitters (RH200W-T) sold separately (up to 8
transmitters can be wirelessly connected to the base)

Applications:
✓Multi-room monitoring for offices, homes, greenhouses, storage

facilities, and indoor/outdoor operation

RH200W Multi-Channel Wireless Hygro-Thermometer



Extech Q4 Promotions

Get -20% off when you buy one of the following Extech Test & Measurement 
instruments between October 1 - December 31, 2017.

• MN62-K - True RMS Multimeter with AC Voltage Detector Kit

• EX205T - 7-Function True RMS Digital Multimeter

• MA63 - 60A True RMS AC/DC Clamp Meter with Non-Contact Voltage Detector

• MA61 - 60A True RMS AC Clamp Meter with Non-Contact Voltage Detector

• EN150 - 11-in-1 Environmental Meter

• 45170 - 4-in-1 Environmental Meter




